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ABSTRACT
Intelligent software personal assistants for human organi-
zations are an active research area within the multiagent
community. However, while many capabilities for these soft-
ware personal assistants are imagined or already developed,
there has been no quantification of how an organization’s
performance is improved by software personal assistants.
Moreover, while intuitively organizations will adapt to take
advantage of the new technology, there has been no work
looking at how organizations should or will change in re-
sponse to the new technology. This paper presents a first
step toward addressing this oversight. Specifically, a com-
putational model of the working of an organization and how
software personal assistants will affect that organization is
developed that allows effects of software personal assistants
to be modeled. By varying the potential capabilities of the
software personal assistants and the structure of the orga-
nization, we can explore the impact of the technology. Our
results show that managing task contingencies can greatly
improve organizational performance by as much as 45%.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—multiagent systems

Keywords
Organizational Design, Personal Software Assistants

1. INTRODUCTION
A variety of recent agent research has focused on develop-

ing techniques for building intelligent software personal as-
sistants (SPAs) for humans in complex organizations. Each
human in the organization will have his or her own SPA
which is anticipated to have a wide variety of capabilities
from scheduling joint activities[19, 23, 11, 21], monitor-
ing and reminding individuals of key timepoints[7, 4], shar-
ing key information[23, 20], assisting in negotiation decision
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Figure 1: A sampling of SPA technology. Clockwise

from upper right: CALO, RADAR, Electric Elves, PSA.

support[14], and even ordering lunch[7]. Just as previous
technological innovations have revolutionized human orga-
nizations, SPAs are likely to revolutionize the way organiza-
tions ranging from first responders to the military to com-
mercial enterprises organize their joint activities. However,
despite much research into enabling technologies, there have
been no previous efforts to understand how human organiza-
tions might utilize the technology. Moreover, it is not even
well understood which SPA capabilities are most useful for
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization.

Outside of the multiagent community, organizations and
their adaption to technological change has been extensively
studied. Some research, particularly within economics, uses
abstract analytical models to determine optimal features of
an organization given the task for which it is designed[12,
10, 3]. Other work, often in sociology, attempts to develop
analytic models to explain observed phenomena[5, 17]. Un-
fortunately, such analytic models are typically too abstract
to model the subtle effects of SPA technology. One sub-field
of research focuses on design and adaption of human orga-
nizations[5], but has not looked specifically at the impact of
new technology on those organizations. Within the multia-
gent community, researchers such as Dignum[9], Horling[13]
and Dastani[8], have developed interesting techniques for
modeling organizations. As these languages mature they
will play an important, complementary role to this work.
Hence, while organizations are extensively studied, no work
specifically allows quantification of the impact of SPAs on
an organization.



In this paper, we present our initial efforts at modeling
the impact of SPAs on human organizations. The aim is
to provide SPA developers with input on which capabilities
are most likely to be useful and to provide SPA adopters
with input on how to best apply the technology. Specif-
ically, we are interested in organizations configured for a
particular large scale task, e.g., response to a major disaster
or a military operation, where SPAs such as the DARPA
COORDINATORS assistants[23] may be deployed. Since
SPA capabilities typically affect detailed work activities and
their broader influence is unclear, we must model the or-
ganization at a fine grained level of detail, capturing, for
example, message paths, decision making, times, etc, in or-
der to see their effects. An abstract simulation environment
takes proposed organizations and tasks to be performed by
that organization and computes key properties of task exe-
cution, including how well and how quickly the organization
performed the task and how robustly it handled individual
failures. The simulation captures important aspects of the
operation of the organization, such as non-determinism and
individual cognitive limits, but abstracts away domain level
details, making it feasible to evaluate many instances.

In our computational model, SPAs are represented as chang-
ing and relaxing constraints on human cognition. With ref-
erence to ongoing projects and previously published litera-
ture about SPA technology, we identified four key capabili-
ties that are being developed and inferred how these would
alter how a person operates in an organization. For example,
several key technologies[23, 4] will have the effect of increas-
ing the speed with which an individual in an organization
will be able to make decisions. The model of the organi-
zation allows the impacts of capabilities to be considered
individually or in combination.

To quantify the impact of SPAs on an organization, we
generated a large number of different organizational struc-
tures and evaluated the performance of each organizational
structure with and without combinations of SPA capabili-
ties. This general approach was used for two reasons. First,
it enabled us to quantify the impact of SPAs on the organi-
zation by measuring the difference in performance between
organizations with and without SPAs. Specifically, we found
that managing contingencies to prevent actor overload im-
proved performance most significantly, allowing a 45% per-
formance improvement over an organization without SPAs.
Second it allowed us to compare the performance of different
organizational structures to determine what changes may be
needed to leverage SPA technology. We found that the types
of hierarchies currently used by many organizations remains
effective in the presence of SPAs.

2. RELATED WORK
The effect of information technology on human organiza-

tions has been a focus of considerable research, especially in
business and organization theory[5, 17, 1]. While it is gener-
ally assumed that the deployment of such technology in an
organization reduces coordination costs and enhances per-
formance[16], other research[6] indicates that the adoption
of information technology can have unexpected and delete-
rious effects. It is thus essential to consider the interactions
between proposed technology and the dynamics of the orga-
nization deploying that technology.

Even in cases where the adoption of information technol-
ogy improves organizational efficiency, the underlying orga-

nizational structure must often change in order to realize
the full benefits. Two notable and well-studied such tech-
nologies are electronic marketplaces in supply chain man-
agement[17] and e-mail for communication and coordina-
tion[1]. While the organizational adaptations needed to
leverage those technologies are now understood, there is to
date no research on the organizational changes necessary
to most fully exploit the newer technology of SPAs. Re-
search on SPAs has instead focused on issues of actually
building and deploying such complex software systems, in
domains ranging from military applications[23] to disaster
response[20] to office scheduling and collaboration[7, 19] to
space environments[4]. Studies involving agents actually as-
sisting human teams perform tasks have been performed[22,
7], but such an approach is impractical for studying the ef-
fects of agents on large organizations, and also require the
SPA to already be built.

Organizational research in the multiagent community has
tended to focus on modeling organizations in order to guar-
antee logical properties during execution[9]. While impor-
tant for a complete understanding of organizational behavior
and the successful integration of agents into human organi-
zations, this approach does not specifically address the im-
pact of SPAs, and also neglects quantitative evaluation of
organizational performance. Recent work[13] addresses the
issue of quantitative evaluation, but is focused primarily on
organizational modeling as opposed to design, and still does
not specifically take into account SPAs.

3. PROBLEM
We represent an organization of human actors that per-

form tasks and communicate in order to make decisions.
Successful execution of sensing tasks yields information that
is used as input to making decisions. This abstraction de-
scribes a wide variety of real-life organizations, from military
units that detect and eliminate enemy threats, to businesses
that identify customer needs and reallocate investments.

A number of assumptions govern the behavior of actors
in our model:

• An actor that attempts to perform a task may fail.
The actor cannot try to perform the task again.

• Tasks have fixed execution durations during which time
they must be performed, uninterrupted.

• Actors can perform only a limited number of tasks si-
multaneously. In particular, an actor can only perform
a single sensing task at a time, or 3 decision-making
tasks at a time. Actors cannot simultaneously perform
sensing and decision-making tasks. An actor who at-
tempts to exceed these limits becomes overloaded and
cannot perform any tasks.

• Actors can only transmit information along predeter-
mined communication links.

• Actors are bounded in the number of communication
links they can maintain. Each actors can have at most
max in incoming communication links and max out out-
going communication links.

• Communication takes a fixed amount of time.

• Actors can only perform decision tasks if they have all
the required information.



We do not explicitly represent SPAs in the organization,
but instead model their effects as changes in organizational
constraints and parameters. For example, the presence of
SPAs may be modeled by increasing the communication
speed from a baseline for an organization without SPAs.

Formally, an organization O is a tuple

O = 〈A, T, I,Prov ,Req ,Cap,Fail , G, speedd, speedc, M, d〉
with the following components:

• A = {a1, a2, . . . , am}: the set of human actors in the
organization

• T : the set of tasks to be performed by the actors.
Tasks are partitioned in two orthogonal ways:

– T = TP ∪ TC

∗ TP = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}: the set of primary tasks
to be performed.

∗ TC =
S

ti∈TP
Ci: the set of contingencies to

be performed in case of task failures.

– T = TD ∪ TS

∗ TD: the set of decision-making tasks that re-
quire information to be performed.

∗ TS : the set of sensing tasks that provide in-
formation when successfully performed.

• I = {I1, I2, . . . , Il}: the set of information produced
by sensing tasks and used by decision tasks.

• Prov : T → P(I): the information provision function
mapping (sensing) tasks to the set of information pro-
vided by successfully completing the (sensing) task.

• Req : T → P(I): the information requirement function
mapping (decision-making) tasks to the set of informa-
tion required to perform the (decision-making) task.

• Cap : A×T → [0, 1]: the capability function indicating
how well actors perform tasks.

• Fail : A×T → [0, 1]: the failure function indicating the
probability actors will fail at performing tasks when
attempted.

• G: the directed graph with actors as vertices and di-
rected edges indicating possible communication paths
between actors.

• speedd: the rate at which an actor can make a decision.

• speedc: the speed of communication.

• M : the assignment matrix of primary tasks and con-
tingencies to actors. Each primary task and contin-
gency must be assigned to exactly one actor.

• d: the deadline by which time all decisions must be
made in order for the organization to succeed.

For each primary task ti ∈ TP , there exist 0 or more
contingencies, Ci = {c1

i , c
2
i , . . . , c

ki
i }. The contingencies are

pre-determined backup tasks that are invoked in case of task
failure, and are ordered by preference. Hence contingency c1

i

must be performed if primary task ti fails, and contingency
c2

i must be performed if contingency c1
i fails, and so on. The

set of all contingency tasks is written TC =
S

ti∈TP
Ci.

3.1 An Organization Model
The directed graph G in the specification of the organiza-

tion describes the structural communication links that exist
between members of the organization. The vertices of G are
the actors in A. A directed edge from ai ∈ A to aj ∈ A indi-
cates that ai can transmit information to aj . A path through
G must exist from one actor to another when the first sup-
plies information to the second, i.e., a path must exist from
two actors ai and aj if M(ai, t) = 1 and M(aj , t

′) = 1 and
Prov(t) ∩ Req(t′) 6= ∅. Communication will actually occur
on the edges of G if it falls on a path required for delivering
information.

Notice that tasks in TC may not actually be performed,
hence edges in G that only transmit information for these
tasks may not actually be used. Moreover, even those edges
that are on paths required for tasks in TP may not be used
if the actor performing the task fails, since a contingency
would then be invoked. Hence we distinguish between two
graphs, G and Ḡ. We refer to G as the potential struc-
ture graph, since it must contain all the edges that could
be required for any possible combination of tasks and con-
tingencies. Ḡ, on the other hand, is called the instantiated
structure and only contains those edges that are actually
being used given the current set of tasks and contingencies.

Human cognitive limitations restrict the number of con-
tacts a person can effectively handle. We model this as
constraints on the potential structure graph G. In partic-
ular, we bound the in- and out-degrees of the actors in G:
∀a ∈ A, indegree(A) ≤ max in and outdegree(A) ≤ maxout .

3.2 Execution
The actors attempt to perform primary sensing tasks as-

signed to them in M . For any primary task failure, contin-
gencies are invoked as described in section 3. If an actor a
succeeds at a sensing task ts (whether it is a primary task
or contingency), the actor gains information Prov(ts) ⊆ I.
This information has an associated quality which we denote
by Qual : I → [0, 1]. For all Ij ∈ Prov(ts), we let

Qual(Ij) = Cap(a, ts) ∈ [0, 1] (1)

The actor then transmits the newly learned information to
any neighbors as defined in G. These neighbors store the
information in their personal knowledge bases and also in
turn propagate the information to their neighbors.

When an actor assigned a decision-making task gains all
the information required to make the decision, either from
other actors or by performing the sensing tasks itself, it at-
tempts to perform the decision (which can fail). If the actor
succeeds, the decision is made with a quality that depends
both on the capability of the decision-making actor and the
quality of the provided information, and the organization
gets reward for making the decision. This reward is de-
noted Reward : TP ∩ TD → [0, 1]. For a decision-making
task td successfully performed by actor a, if td = ti ∈ TP or
∃ti ∈ TD with td = cr

i ∈ TC , reward is given by

Reward(ti) = Cap(a, td)

0
@ X

Ij∈Req(td)

Qual(Ij)

1
A (2)

where Qual(Ij) is defined above in equation 1. The total
reward earned by the organization will be one measure of
organizational performance, as described next.



3.3 Objective Function
The “performance” of an organization is complex and

multi-attributed. In this work, we focus on three specific
measures.

• Success Rate This is a measure of how well the orga-
nization handles individual failure and is calculated as
the fraction of the time the organization makes all of
the decisions represented in TD before the deadline d.

• Reward This is a measure of how well the organization
makes decisions when it succeeds, and is calculated:

X
td∈TD∩TP

Reward(td)

where Reward(td) is given by equation 2 in section 3.

• Speed This is a measure of the organization’s efficiency
and is calculated as the difference between the deadline
time d and the time at which the last task finishes
execution.

The overall objective function used for performance is a
weighted sum of these three metrics.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We evaluated a large number of organizations with a va-

riety of organizational structures. The basic experimental
setup was as follows:

• 20 human actors.

• 44 total primary tasks and contingencies.

– 4 decision tasks, each requiring information pro-
vided by 3 distinct sensing tasks.

– Each decision task had 1 contingency.

– Each sensing task had 2 contingencies.

• Performance function: each metric (success rate, re-
ward, and speed) was normalized prior to weighting.
The weights were:

– Success rate weight = 5

– Reward weight = 1

– Speed weight = 1

We tested 9 types of organizational structures. These 9
types of structures can be grouped into 4 broad classes:

• Ring. Actors form a a singly linked cycle. If actors can
link to more than one actor (i.e., max out > 1), actors
form at regular intervals across the ring to minimize
the average path length to every actor.

• Regular hierarchy. Actors form a full n-ary rooted
tree, where n is the span of control. We tested hierar-
chies with three spans of control:

– RH3: regular hierarchy with span of control of 3.

– RH4: regular hierarchy with span of control of 4.

– RH5: regular hierarchy with span of control of 5.

Every actor in a regular hierarchy has one outgoing
link and a fixed number of incoming links, so this
structure is invariant to changes in maxout and max in .
Note, however, that max in must be greater than or
equal to the span of control for a regular hierarchy to
be allowed.

• Scale free network. These were generated according to
[2]. A small initial set of actors were chosen and the
remaining actors were added sequentially, with each
adding max out directed links to the actors already in
the graph. Link formation was done preferentially to
actors with higher connectivity. No actor was allowed
to have more than max in incoming links.

– SF: linking preference was proportional to the in-
degree of the target actor.

– SFpreR1: each actor in the initial set added an
edge at uniformly at random to another actor in
the initial set before generation began. Preferen-
tial linking was by in-degree.

– SFB: linking preference was proportional to the
total degree (in-degree + out-degree) of the target
actor

– SFBpreR1: each actor in the initial set added an
edge at uniformly at random to another actor in
the initial set before generation began. Preferen-
tial linking was by total degree.

• Random graph (Rand). max out links were added ran-
domly from each actor to other actors. No actor was
allowed to have more than max in incoming links.

4.1 Baseline Performance
In the baseline configuration, max out = 1 and max in = 4.

Note that this meant that actors in ring structures did not
have any links across the ring. In addition RH5 could not
be used in the baseline configuration since actors in RH5
must have 5 incoming links, which exceeds the constraint
on max in .

Figures 2 – 4 show organizational performance as de-
scribed in section 3.3. Figure 2 shows the success rate com-
ponent, Figure 3 shows the reward component, and Figure 4
shows the speed component. Baseline performance is de-
picted by black columns labeled “No SPAs”.

Observe that the regular hierarchies show the highest suc-
cess rates in Figure 2. This is because there is a high congru-
ence between hierarchical structure and the decision making
problem we are considering: actors lower in the hierarchy
perform sensing tasks, and they transmit information up-
ward to decision-making actors. The structure of the orga-
nization naturally constrains the flow of information to the
actors needing that information. The root actor will even-
tually have all information gained by actors in the organiza-
tion, and is thus well placed to make decisions or to perform
contingencies for decision-makers lower in the hierarchy.

In contrast, ring structures show the lowest success rate.
This is because of the lack of congruence between the ring
structure and the problem. Because the ring structure is
strongly connected, all actors eventually gain any informa-
tion gained by any actor. However, there is no structural
force to encourage the specialization of actor, and so many
actors overload by attempting to simultaneously perform
sensing contingencies and make decisions.
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Figure 2: Success rate contribution to performance.
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Figure 3: Reward contribution to performance.



Ring structures also show the lowest speed in Figure 4.
This is because actors are only allowed a single outgoing
link. Thus there are no edges crossing the cycle. As a result,
the diameter of the ring structure is linear in the number of
actors, while it is logarithm in the number of actors for the
other structure types.

Results presented in the next section will detail how per-
formance changes in the presence of SPAs.

5. MODELING PERSONAL ASSISTANTS AND
RESULTS

The capabilities of SPAs are generally being designed to
overcome perceived cognitive limitations of humans that are
thought to limit the performance of an organization[22, 23,
4]. In this section, we describe four such limitations and
the models of SPA capabilities — contingency management,
decision support, communication management, and inter-
actor interaction management for information sharing —
that might overcome these limitations. We also present ex-
perimental results showing the effect of these capabilities on
organizational performance in figures 2 – 4.

Many other SPA capabilities (and corresponding cogni-
tive limits) might have been modeled. We focused on this
initial set because there was active research in the field on
developing these capabilities. Moreover, we selected SPA
capabilities that appeared most suited to the special pur-
pose organizations that are the focus of this paper. Future
work will expand the scope of SPA capabilities, including to
those where there is not yet active research.

5.1 Managing Task Contingencies
An SPA may manage contingencies in order to prevent its

actor from being overloaded. Instead of invoking contingen-
cies only when a domain-level failure is suffered, the SPA
may monitor the actor’s current status and workload and
automatically invoke contingencies for any tasks that would
overload the actor. Similar approaches have been developed
or proposed for SPAs in other environments[7, 15]. Intu-
itively, these SPA capabilities should make the organization
more robust to individual failure. Moreover, we hypothesize
that it will be possible for the organization to arrange itself
such that more capable team members will be involved in
more contingencies, since their task performance provides
the most reward to the whole organization. Managing con-
tingencies or assigning roles has been a key area of research,
but this is the first work that attempts to quantify the ben-
efit of such a capability on an organization and understand
how the organization may change to leverage this capability.

The results of adding contingency management capabili-
ties to the simulated organizations are shown in figures 2 – 4
in the white columns labeled “Contingency Mgmt”. From
Figure 2, it is clear that contingency management greatly
improved the success rate for all tested organization struc-
tures. It was particularly effective in improving the success
rate of the ring structure, which is especially prone to actor
overload: the success rate of the ring structure improved by
64%, while the success rate of RH4 improved by only by only
16%. This large gain translated into an overall gain in per-
formance of 45% for the ring structure, against an average
performance gain of 17% for all structures.

As shown in Figure 3, the addition of SPA-managed con-
tingencies also improved the reward obtained by some of

the organizations, in accordance with our hypothesis. For
example, reward increased by 24% for SFBpreR1 and 34%
for RH3. The only structure that lost reward was SFB,
which saw reward decrease by 20%.

5.2 Decision Support
As introduced above, a key cognitive constraint on hu-

mans in an organization is the number of decisions that can
be effectively made in a limited amount of time. SPAs could
relax this constraint in a variety of ways, e.g., taking over
routine tasks to provide more time for “decisions”[18, 20] or
collating and presenting information in a way that speeds up
the actual decision-making process[15]. Without reference
to specifically how it is done, in the computational model
of the organization, we simply allow a person to effectively
make more decisions in the same period of time, if they have
access to SPA technology, by doubling speedd, the speed of
making decisions.

The performance of organizations with this capability is
shown in figures 2 – 4 in the columns labeled “Decision Sup-
port”. We expected that this capability would impact the
success rate and the speed of execution, It would affect the
success rate because each decision would have execute more
quickly, thereby reducing the amount of time that the actor
may be overloaded. It would also increase the speed of ex-
ecution directly. Both these factors turned out not to have
noticeable impacts of performance because the decision du-
ration was already quite low, especially in comparison to
the deadline (which was used to normalize the speed met-
ric). When modeling other problems this capability may yet
prove to be significant and merits further study.

5.3 Communication Management
Wired and wireless networks upon which much communi-

cation in an organization travels is amazingly fast in contrast
to human communication speeds. However, in most cases,
people are still required to input information and subse-
quently process received information. The input and output
time is subject to human limitations and is fast becoming (if
it is not already) the bottleneck in intra-organization com-
munication, and could be alleviated by SPAs.

We modeled this capability by doubling the communica-
tion speed in the organization. The effects on performance
can be seen in figures 2 – 4 in the columns labeled “Commu-
nication Mgmt”. This capability had little effect on either
success rate or reward. As shown in Figure 4, it also had only
small but noticeable effect on the speed of most organiza-
tions, increasing average speed by 8%, because they already
displayed efficient communication. As expected, however,
this capability had a substantial impact on ring-structured
organizations, with a speedup of 29%.

5.4 Managing Interactions for Information Shar-
ing

The rate at which decision-makers in an organization can
effectively make decisions is limited by two key factors: (i)
their ability to get the appropriate information to make re-
quired decisions and (ii) their innate processing speed for
making those decisions (see section 5.2). The cognitive load
of managing incoming information from others in the orga-
nization and directing outgoing information to others is a
constraint that may be relaxed by SPA technology[15, 17].
Specifically, a decision-maker may be able to handle input
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Figure 4: Speed contribution to performance.

from a greater number of members of an organization and
hence, either get more direct access to that information or
make more decisions. For example, the CEO of an organiza-
tion needs information from all over parts of the organization
to make key strategic decisions. However, it is cognitively
and organizationally infeasible for a person to directly re-
ceive input from a large number of people[5]. Hence, in
the case of the CEO, that information must pass through
a small number of department heads, both delaying the in-
formation and potentially distorting it. Conversely, suppli-
ers of information are limited in how many others they can
provide information to, requiring organizational structures
that channel information and introduce delays and distor-
tion. SPA technology could allow information suppliers to
more directly communicate with the decision-makers requir-
ing their information.

The effect of managing interactions was modeled by chang-
ing the values of max in and max out . max in was increased
from 1 to 2, and max out was increased from 4 to 5. We con-
sidered the two effects separately, with the resulting perfor-
mance shown in figures 2 – 4 by the columns marked “Incom-
ing Interaction Mgmt” and “Outgoing Interaction Mgmt”,
respectively.

It is important to note that unlike the other capabilities
tested, interaction management related directly to the orga-
nizational structure by allowing actors to form more links.
Some structural classes were completely unaffected by such
changes. For example, in a regular hierarchy, each actor
has a single outgoing link, and a fixed number of incoming
links (bounded above by max out), and so changing max out

had no effect on regular hierarchy performance. Similarly,
increasing max in had no effect on the ring structure perfor-
mance. However, increasing maxout allowed actors in the
ring structure to add links crossing the cycle, which reduced
the diameter of the graph by half. This translated into im-
pressive gains in speed of 36%, as shown in Figure 4.

The increase of max in from 4 to 5 allowed us to test a
new regular hierarchy, RH5, in which actors had a span of
control of 5. This structure had a poor success rate, lower

than that of both RH3 and RH4, as shown in Figure 2. This
is because the hierarchy of RH5 was too shallow; there were
too few interior actors to make all the decisions and so they
are being overloaded.

5.5 Multiple Capabilities
We also tested the organizations with different combina-

tions of SPA capabilities. Because there are four capabilities
(those described in subsections 5.1 – 5.4), with information
sharing including two distinct effects, there are a total of
32 distinct combinations of capabilities. Figure 5 shows the
performance breakdowns of the SFpreR1 scale free structure
for all combinations of our SPA capabilities; the number of
capabilities in the combination increases along the x-axis,
from no capabilities on the left to all capabilities on the
right. It is clear that not all combinations of capabilities
have equal effects on performance, and many (including the
combination of all capabilities) even negatively impact per-
formance. This emphasizes the need to carefully select SPA
capabilities to fit the organization.

Several of the effects seen in the individual capability ex-
periments were evident in this experiment as well. For in-
stance, managing contingencies to prevent actor overload
provided substantial gains in organizational performance.
Also, managing interactions frequently decreased performance
by encouraging flatter, bushier structures. The resulting de-
crease in levels of redundancy that can be exploited through
the assignment of contingencies leads to higher chances of
actor overload.

Managing contingencies can offset this increase, as shown
by the best performing organization using contingency man-
agement, communication management, and incoming inter-
action management. In this case, the increased number of
incoming links allow a more capable actors to make deci-
sions, yielding higher rewards. Speed is also increased both
directly by communication management, and indirectly be-
cause of the bushier structure. This sort of interplay be-
tween capabilities is important to take into account when
evaluating and designing SPAs.
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capabilities.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have taken an initial step toward identifying the ways

in which intelligent personal assistants will impact the per-
formance of human organizations. We have hypothesized
a number of possible capabilities of SPAs, evaluated their
effect on performance, and shown that the structure of the
underlying organization has a substantial effect on the effec-
tiveness of the SPA in improving performance. Our results
indicate that SPAs can substantially improve organizational
performance by flexibly managing pre-planned contingencies
in order to reduce actor overload. However, the effects of the
SPAs are far from dramatic and do not impact all structures
evenly. Significantly, more work will be required to under-
stand precisely when SPAs are useful. More importantly
more analysis should be performed to determine what SPA
capabilities might make a dramatic impact.
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